Abstract. Multi-spectral and hyperspectral image data payloads have large size and may be challenging to download from remote sensors. To alleviate this problem, such images can be effectively compressed using specially designed algorithms. The new CCSDS-123 standard has been developed to address onboard lossless coding of multi-spectral and hyperspectral images. The standard is based on the fast lossless algorithm, which is composed of a causal context-based prediction stage and an entropy-coding stage that utilizes Golomb power-oftwo codes. Several parts of each of these two stages have adjustable parameters. CCSDS-123 provides satisfactory performance for a wide set of imagery acquired by various sensors; but end-users of a CCSDS-123 implementation may require assistance to select a suitable combination of parameters for a specific application scenario. To assist end-users, this paper investigates the performance of CCSDS-123 under different parameter combinations and addresses the selection of an adequate combination given a specific sensor. Experimental results suggest that prediction parameters have a greater impact on the compression performance than entropycoding parameters.
Introduction
Remote-sensing instruments collect huge amounts of data to be transmitted to ground stations. Due to the constraints of the downlink channel and to minimize the transmission time, it is beneficial to compress such data onboard prior to transmission. However, these instruments are usually limited in memory and computing capacity, and, as a consequence, only low-complexity coding algorithms are appropriate.
The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) 1 is a multi-national forum for the development of communications and data systems standards for spaceflight. It is composed of the world's major space agencies, such as NASA, European Space Agency, and Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales, among others. The Multi-spectral and Hyperspectral Data Compression (MHDC) working group of the CCSDS has recently developed the new CCSDS-123 standard, 2 which is based on the fast lossless (FL) compression algorithm 3 and intended for onboard lossless coding of multi-and hyperspectral imagery. The standard achieves state-of-the-art compression performance on images collected by a wide variety of sensors. It has low computational complexity, which facilitates implementation in resource-constrained scenarios.
CCSDS-123 includes several user-specified configuration parameters, and it may not always be easy for users to determine suitable values for these parameters. This article illustrates the impact of different parameter values on the compression performance and the efficiency of the standard on a large corpus of images. Experiments and results provided may offer instructive hints to end-users.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec. 2 provides an overview of the compressor and the images used in the experiments, Sec. 3 reports the experimental results, and Sec. 4 presents some conclusions. Figure 1 illustrates the two stages of the CCSDS-123 compressor: a predictor and an encoder. The encoder may use either a sample-adaptive or block-adaptive entropy coder. The latter option, which is defined in a previous CCSDS standard, 4 is provided to enable the reutilization of existing implementations, typically at the cost of a slight decrease in performance. The block-adaptive entropy coder has been intentionally left outside the scope of this article to limit the number of experimental results that would have been needed to analyze all cases.
Method and Materials

CCSDS-123 Standard
To facilitate an understanding of the experiments and results, we now briefly describe the CCSDS-123 algorithm, emphasizing the different parameters that can be adjusted.
Predictor
The predictor's task is to calculate a predictionŝ z;y;x (at column x, row y, band z) for the sample s z;y;x -the one to be predicted-and map the difference between these two quantities to a nonnegative integer mapped prediction residual value δ z;y;x , which is losslessly encoded in the encoding stage. Prediction depends on previously encoded sample values in the current and P previous (i.e., ower-indexed) bands. The number of prediction bands, P, used by the predictor can take values in the range 0 to 15. The prediction of s z;y;x is computed as an offset relative to the scaled value of a local sum σ z;y;x calculated from samples in the neighborhood of s z;y;x . One can think of the local sum as a scaled preliminary estimate of the value of s z;y;x . The user's choice of local sum type-either neighbor-oriented or column-oriented-determines how the local sum σ z;y;x is calculated. Figure 2 illustrates the neighborhood used in each case. The neighbor-oriented local sum [ Fig. 2(a) ] is equal to the sum of s z;y−1;x−1 , s z;y−1;x , s z;y−1;xþ1 , and s z;y;x−1 , while the columnoriented local sum [Fig. 2(b) ] is equal to four times the vertically adjacent sample s z;y−1;x .
Differences between local sum values and scaled values of previously encoded samples are arranged in a local difference vector U z;y;x whose definition depends on the user's choice of prediction mode-either full or reduced prediction mode may be used. Under full prediction mode, the local difference vector is defined as Under reduced prediction mode, the definition of U z;y;x omits the first three components but is otherwise the same.
The directional local differences, d N z;y;x , d W z;y;x , and d NW z;y;x , used under full prediction mode represent directional offsets between the local sum for the to-be-predicted sample and the scaled values of adjacent samples in the same band. The labels N, W, and NW are intended to suggest compass directions. The central local differences, d z−1;y;x ; d z−2;y;x ; : : : ; d z−P;y;x , are differences between the local sum and scaled sample values in previous bands. Figure 3 depicts the local differences used in prediction under both the full [ Fig. 3(a) ] and reduced [ Fig. 3(b) ] prediction modes.
The prediction is calculated by means of the inner product between the local difference vector U z;y;x and the weight vector W z;y;x . Specifically, the inner productd z;y;x ¼ W T z;y;x · U z;y;x is a scaled prediction of the value of d z;y;x . Loosely speaking, the weight vector serves as a measure of the effectiveness of each component of the local difference vector in predicting the sample being coded. The value of the weight component resolution parameter, Ω, determines the resolution of weight vector components. Each component is a signed quantity that can be represented using Ω þ 3 bits.
The initial values of weight vector components are determined by the choice of weight initialization method, either default or custom. A standard set of initial weight components is used under the default initialization method. Under the custom initialization option, each initial component may be explicitly specified using a weight initialization table with precision determined by the value of the weight initialization resolution parameter, Q. The register size parameter, R, identifies the size, in bits, of the register used to perform the main prediction calculation, which is to compute the scaled predicted sample value,s z;y;x , from d z;y;x . Using a smaller register increases the chance that an overflow will occur, leading to a poor prediction for the affected sample, but the resulting (poorly predicted) sample is still losslessly encoded. Knowledge of the register size allows the decompressor to duplicate the prediction calculation and accurately reconstruct each sample value.
Following prediction of a sample, the scaled prediction error is then computed as e z;y;x ¼ 2s z;y;x −s z;y;x , and the components of the weight vector are adaptively updated based on the sign of e z;y;x . The rate at which the weight vector adapts to the input image is proportional to 2 −ρ y;x . The weight update scaling exponent ρ y;x changes over time following a schedule determined by three user-controlled parameters: the weight update scaling exponent initial parameter, v min , the weight update scaling exponent final parameter, v max , and the weight update scaling exponent change interval, t inc . A smaller value of ρ y;x produces larger weight increments, yielding faster adaptation to source statistics but worse steady-state prediction. The value of the interval t inc controls how quickly the predictor proceeds from a smaller to a larger value of the weight update scaling exponent.
The predicted sample valueŝ z;y;x ¼ jS z;y;x 2 k is used to compute the prediction residual Δ z;y;x ¼ s z;y;x −ŝ z;y;x . The mapped prediction residual δ z;y;x is computed from Δ z;y;x ,ŝ z;y;x , and the least significant bit ofs z;y;x . This δ z;y;x is the final output of the predictor, from which the original sample value can be recovered by the decompressor.
Encoder
The entropy coder losslessly encodes the mapped prediction residual values produced by the predictor. The sample encoding order selected by the user determines the order in which samples are encoded in the compressed bitstream. This order can affect the compressed image size when the block-adaptive entropy coder is used, but not when the sample-adaptive entropy coder is used, and thus we make no further analysis of this option. However, note that the sample encoding order may affect memory requirements for an implementation, e.g., additional buffering might be necessary to provide an encoding order that does not match the order in which samples are delivered by an imaging instrument. The overall sample-adaptive entropy coding procedure is very similar to that used by the JPEG-LS image compressor. 5 The encoder maintains two internal variables, an accumulator Σ z;y;x and a counter Γ y;x . The ratio Σ z;y;x ∕Γ y;x is an estimate of the mean value of δ z;y;x , and this ratio determines the particular Golomb-power-of-two (GPO2) code selected to encode δ z;y;x . After encoding δ z;y;x , the counter is incremented by 1 and the accumulator is incremented by the value of δ z;y;x . The counter and accumulator are both halved whenever the counter reaches a value of 2 γ Ã − 1, where γ Ã is the rescaling counter size parameter. A smaller value of γ Ã increases the relative influence of more recently encoded samples in selecting the GPO2 code.
The counter's initial value in each band is 2 γ 0 , where γ 0 is the initial count exponent parameter. The initial accumulator value in each band is determined by the user-specified sequence fk The maximum encoded length of any sample is controlled via the unary length limit parameter U max . If the GPO2 code parameter k z;y;x selected to encode δ z;y;x would result in a GPO2 codeword length exceeding U max þ k z;y;x bits, then δ z;y;x is instead encoded as a sequence of U max zeros followed by the D-bit unsigned binary representation of δ z;y;x , where D is the bit depth of the input image. Thus, the maximum number length of any encoded sample is U max þ D bits. Limiting the codeword length in this way may simplify an implementation and also helps to limit the cost of encoding occasional outlier samples for which prediction performs poorly, e.g., due to register overflow. 
Corpus of Images
Our experiments have been performed on the image corpus defined by the MHDC working group for the purposes of algorithm evaluation and testing. It contains 101 images collected from 14 different sensors. 
Experimental Results
This section presents results from experiments conducted to assess the influence of different parameters on compression performance. All results have been obtained using Emporda, 7 a free software implementation of CCSDS-123. Emporda has been cross-validated against three other independently developed implementations of the standard. To avoid the combinatorial explosion that would arise from joint evaluation of all possible values of all parameters, default values are set for each parameter based on the authors' experience. Thus, when the effect of a given set of interrelated parameters is assessed, the default values reported in Table 1 are used for the remaining parameters.
While experimental results have been produced for the complete image corpus, due to space constraints, results are shown only for a few representative images, each from a different sensor. The same images are shown for all experiments, with exceptions whenever showing different images yields a more heterogeneous view of the results.
Predictor Parameters
This section presents results from four experiments exercising predictor parameters.
The first experiment tests the impact of changing the number of previous bands P used in prediction. Figure 4 shows the compressed data rate for different sensors as a function of P. As we might expect, setting P ¼ 0 (i.e., not using any previous bands for prediction) yields the worst results, often by a dramatic amount. However, we generally observe diminishing marginal returns as we increase P; the bit rate curve tends to flatten, or in the case of the AVIRIS and CASI images, compressed data rate actually increases beyond P > 2 possibly due to the occurrence of overfitting. For the images in the corpus, evidently there is not much motivation to use values of P near the maximum allowed, 15.
We next consider the choice of prediction mode and local sum type. The reason for defining two different prediction modes (full and reduced) as well as two different local sum types (column-and neighbor-oriented) in the CCSDS-123 standard is so that the same prediction framework can be used to provide effective prediction for image data from different types of imagers. Specifically, the use of column-oriented local sums and reduced mode is intended to provide more effective compression for raw images from pushbroom imagers that produce streaking artifacts parallel to the along-track (y) direction. 6 [MODIS is in fact a "whisk-push" imager that exhibits streaking artifacts parallel to the cross-track direction. Thus, following the recommendation in the first note on (Ref. 2, p. 3-1), in our experiments we transpose each band of MODIS images prior to compression.] For images without such artifacts, such as calibrated images or imagery from whisk-broom instruments, we generally expect improved performance by using neighbor-oriented local sums. Figure 5 shows compressed data rate as a function of P for six different images under all four combinations of prediction mode and local sum type. The relative performance of the four combinations generally follows what one would expect based on the presence or absence of streaking artifacts in the input image. On the CRISM, Hyperion, and MODIS night images, which exhibit streaking artifacts ranging from moderate to severe, column-oriented local sums combined with reduced mode gives the best performance. On the AIRS, AVIRIS, and LANDSAT images, which do not exhibit streaking artifacts, neighbor-oriented local sums outperform column-oriented local sums and the choice of full or reduced mode has a relatively small impact on performance.
For a fixed value of P, the use of full prediction mode requires three additional components in the weight vector compared to reduced mode. Thus, we would expect slower adaptation of this larger weight vector, and so for a given image, it could be the case that full prediction mode Fig. 4 Compressed bit rate performance as a function of P.
provides a benefit over reduced mode, but only after processing a sufficient number of samples. It appears that this effect is typically not significant. Figure 6 shows the cumulative running average compressed data rate as compression proceeds through an image. With the exception of Fig. 6(f) , the relative performance of the different choices of prediction mode and local sum type does not change substantially during compression.
The second experiment addresses the influence of parameters v min , v max , and t inc , which affects the rate at which the predictor adapts to the image. The results are presented in Fig. 7 , which shows the compressed data rate as a function of v max for different values of t inc and v min . In general, t inc and v min have little impact on compression performance, and v max is the most important parameter in this experiment. As v max increases, compression performance improves up to a point, then worsens, but to a much smaller degree. For the images shown here, the values of t inc and v min have little impact except for the AIRS image. Given the small spatial size of this image (90 × 135), the combination of a large value of t inc and a large difference v max − v min ensures that the weight update scaling exponent does not reach its final value until near the end of the image. Thus for the case of t inc ¼ 2 10 and v min ¼ −6, the data rate is significantly higher. Fig. 6 Cumulative running average bit rate. Each curve represents a different combination of prediction mode and local sum type using the following key: full þ neighbor ðorange þÞ, fullþ column ðblue ×Þ, reduced þ neighbor ðgreen diamondÞ, or reduced þ column ðpurple squareÞ. As further evidence of the relatively small impact of t inc and v min , Fig. 8 shows that the compressed data rate as a function of v min is remarkably flat when the value of v max chosen for each image is the one that yields the best compression performance for the last 40% of the image in the y dimension.
The third experiment addressing the impact of predictor parameters on compression effectiveness considers the influence of Ω and R on compression performance. The results of Fig. 9 suggest that Ω has a noticeable impact on the compression performance, while R does not. This suggests that, for these images, there are only an insignificant number of predictions that require a large value of R to prevent overflow. As for Ω, it can be seen that results for Ω ¼ 8 are very close to those of Ω ¼ 12 and Ω ¼ 16, suggesting that using the largest values of Ω is not necessary to achieve a good performance.
The choice of compression parameters affects not only compression performance but also complexity. This warrants some consideration in a fourth experiment. We have already seen that increasing complexity (e.g., using very large values of P) does not always improve compression performance.
While a thorough analysis of complexity is well beyond the scope of this paper, we note some basic relationships between arithmetic operations required in the prediction calculation and the choice of P, prediction mode, and local sum type parameters. Calculation of the local sum includes additional terms when neighbor-oriented local sums are used. The number of components in the weight vector and local difference vector is P under reduced mode and P þ 3 under full mode. As these vectors grow longer, the prediction operation requires additional calculations. Thus, prediction complexity is lowest under reduced prediction mode using columnoriented local sums and P ¼ 0.
As a rough complexity measure, Fig. 10 shows the compression software execution time relative to the time required under the least complex choice (reduced prediction mode using Fig. 7 Bit rate for different choices of parameters that affect the adaptability of the predictor to the image. Each curve represents a different combination of t inc and v min using the following key: Fig. 8 Bit rate depending on v min and t inc for a fixed v max . Values of t inc are represented using the following key: 2 4 ðorange þÞ, 2 5 , 2 6 ðblue ×Þ, 2 7 ðgreen diamondÞ, 2 8 ðblack squareÞ, 2 9 ðred circleÞ, 2 10 ðturquoise triangleÞ, and 2 11 ðblack reverse triangleÞ.
column-oriented local sums and P ¼ 0). As expected, neighbor-oriented local sums and full prediction mode are each slower than their alternatives, and compression time is approximately linear in P.
Entropy Coder Parameters
This section presents results from three experiments exercising encoder parameters. The first one relates to the accumulator, its initial value, which depends on γ 0 , and the rescaling interval, which depends on γ Ã . Figure 11 suggests that the impact of these parameters on compressed data rate performance is absolutely marginal.
The second experiment, whose results are shown in Fig. 12 , considers the influence of parameter K. It can be noticed that, again, the compression ratio does not seem to depend much on K. A single exception would be the AIRS image, but the differences are not significant. Fig. 10 Software compression time, normalized by the time required to perform compression using P ¼ 0, reduced prediction mode, and column-oriented local sums. Each curve represents a different combination of prediction mode and local sum type using the following key: full þ neighbor ðorange þÞ, full þ column ðblue ×Þ, reduced þ neighbor ðgreen diamondÞ, or reduced þ column ðpurple squareÞ. The final experiment regarding the encoder considers the impact of parameter U max in the coding performance. Figure 13 reports the results only for an AIRS image, because the results for the other images are also constant. A much finer scale for the bit rate is employed in Fig. 13(b) , showing the very small differences on the bit rate produced by the parameter U max . 
Image Segmentation
Data transmitted over space communication channels are vulnerable to corruption in the form of bit errors and/or data loss. While such events may occur with low probability, even a single bit error in a compressed image generally results in corruption of reconstructed samples extending to the end of the image.
To mitigate the impact of data corruption on the communications channel, one can partition a large image into smaller images that can be independently decompressed. We refer to each of these smaller images as a segment of the larger image (Fig. 14) . We assume that communication protocols employed by the spacecraft incorporate mechanisms (e.g., a packetization structure) that allow the beginning of the next segment to be identified following a data corruption event. Thus, the impact of data corruption is limited to the affected segment. We note that the CCSDS-123 standard does not directly address image segmentation (the term "segment" is not part of the standard); in the view of the standard, each such segment is simply a separate image.
Using smaller segments provides increased robustness to data corruption, but it reduces compression effectiveness because (1) each compressed segment includes the overhead cost of an image header, (2) samples at segment boundaries have fewer neighbors for use in prediction, and (3) the predictor and entropy coder take some time to adapt, and so samples near the beginning of a segment will, on average, not be compressed as effectively as later samples. To mitigate this compression performance reduction due to segmentation, the CCSDS-123 standard allows information about the state of the encoder at the end of one segment to be optionally included in the header of the next segment to control the initialization of compressor state variables. Thus, the impact of (3) is reduced at the expense of a slight increase in (1). Segments can be formed by partitioning an image along any (or all) three axes, but for our discussion we consider only partitioning along the y axis, which is a natural scenario that might arise for a pushbroom imager. We are therefore interested in the impact of the segment height on compression performance, and we compare different alternatives in passing encoder state information from one segment to the next.
Information about the predictor state can be passed from one segment to the next via v min (which can be used to convey the weight update scaling exponent, ρ y;x ) and the optional weight initialization table (which can be used to convey the weight vectors), either exactly or approximately depending on the choice of the weight initialization resolution. Information about the entropy coder state can be passed from one segment to the next via γ 0 , which can retain the approximate value of the counter, and the optional accumulator initialization table, which Fig. 15 Impact of segment height on compression performance when using segmentation. Each curve represents a different case using the following key: case 0 (orange +), case 1 (blue ×), case 2 (green diamond), case 3 (purple square), case 4 (red circle), case 5 (turquoise triangle), and case 6 (black reverse triangle). Fig. 16 Impact of the number of prediction bands on compression performance when using segmentation. Each curve represents a different case using the following key: case 0 (orange +), case 1 (blue ×), case 2 (green diamond), case 3 (purple square), case 4 (red circle), case 5 (turquoise triangle), and case 6 (black reverse triangle).
can be used to convey the approximate value of the accumulator for each band. For our experiments, Table 3 defines seven cases that differ in the amount and type of compressor state information passed from one segment to the next. Two different experiments have been conducted. The first one illustrates the impact of segment height on compressed bit rate for the different test cases. Figure 15 shows the results as a percentage increase in bit rate compared to the image compressed without segmentation. Passing entropy coder state information from one segment to the next appears to have little impact on compression performance. But, at least for some images, there is a notable difference obtained by exploiting predictor state information to initialize the weight vectors and the weight update scaling exponent. In addition, the use of a lower-resolution weight initialization table does not seem to produce significant variations. Figure 16 shows the results of the second experiment, which measures the relative increase in compressed bit rate when the number of prediction bands is varied while the segment height is fixed at 65. The ranking of the seven different test cases is unchanged from the previous experiment, which reinforces the apparent benefit of retaining state information from the predictor, but not the entropy coder. As the number of prediction bands increases, the absolute differences between cases rise substantially, thus amplifying the effects of resetting the coder state.
Conclusion
This article examines the impact of parameter settings on the overall performance of the CCSDS-123 standard. The results suggest that predictor parameters have much more impact than the entropy coder parameters, in particular, the number of prediction bands, the local sum type, the prediction mode, and the value of v max . Based on the image corpus considered, it appears that obtaining good compression performance depends primarily on the optimization of a few parameters, in particular, the local sum type, the predictor mode, and the value of v max . In the other cases, the improvement obtained by parameter optimization is relatively small. The computational complexity is primarily influenced by the number of prediction bands P, the local sum type, and the prediction mode. Reducing the number of prediction bands is likely to be the most promising approach to reduce computational complexity while maintaining high compression performance. Not excluding a thorough characterization of the data to be coded, the following broad principles can be derived. If a sensor produces streaking artifacts, column-oriented local sum type and reduced prediction mode seem appropriate; otherwise neighbor-oriented local sum type seems convenient, with full or reduced prediction modes. For the parameter v max , a value between 2 and 7 seems adequate. As for the number of prediction bands, P ≃ 3 seems to provide a reasonable trade-off between performance and complexity.
This article also examines the partitioning of images into independently decompressible segments to limit the impact of data corruption that may arise on communication channels. Coding performance suffers as we reduce the size of such segments, but this effect can be mitigated by using the final weight vectors and weight update scaling exponent from one segment to control the initialization of these state variables in the next segment.
